
1.Circle of voices
 Each person has up 1 minute

for uninterrupted to give
his/she point of view. 

2.Conversational moves
 Students choose randomly one card with a conversation action, such as: ask a question or

make a comment that shows interest in another's comments; make a comment that
underscores the link between two previous contributions; make a comment clearly built on what
someone else has said and make the link explicit; make a summary on a recurrent theme in the
discussion; express appreciation for how another's comments have helped your understanding;

disagree with someone in a respectful way.   

3.Circular response (Lindeman,E.)
 Groups of 6-8 students. One people starts giving his reflection of
the topic in 1 minute uninterrupted. The next person on the left
gives his reflection building on the previous comment and so on

till every person has spoken. Then group moves into open
conversation with no particular ground rules in force. 

4.Snowballing
 People reflect on the topic

individually. After that form into
pair and share reflections, then

into quartets and share points of
view, quartets form into octets

and so on and so on. 

5.Newsprint dialogue
 Students divided into small groups write
down their reflections on the topic in a
newsprint sheet and post it on the wall

with a blank sheet beside it. Then
different groups go with a pen and write
their comments on the newsprint sheet
or on the blank one. At the end groups

reassemble at their postings to see what
others have written. 6.Structured silence

 Every 15 minutes into the discussion time, each student write down in a little card one of the
following: the most important point, the most puzzling point, the question they'd most like to
discuss or something new they have learned. Then, cards are shuffled to the others and read

out by different students.

7. Rotating stations
 Similar to newsprint dialogue. Small groups express their view in

a newsprint sheet and post it on the wall with a blank sheet
beside and every group visit the other stations's group for giving

their point of view. 

8. Mutual invitation (Eric Law)
 The facilitator begins by sharing her views on the topic and

choose the next speaker, he/she share his view and choose a new
speaker and so on. Interruptions are not allowed. Once every

student has spoken move into open discussion with no ground
rules. 9. Critical conversation

 The storyteller tells a story. A group of students are detectives and another group are
observers. Detectives ask questions and report their assumptions giving alternative

explanations. Observers do an experiential audit writing down what have they learnt,
would do differently, etc. The facilitator keeps general rules for discussing. 

10. Critical debate
 Motion is framed and participants volunteer work on teams to draft

arguments that either support of oppose the motion. Facilitator
establishes talking turns and rules.  

11. Triads
 There are three roles: questioner, interviewee and observer. Questioner ask questions to

interviewee about the topic and observer test if active learning and questioning strategies are
accomplished.

13. A hatful of quotes
 Type 5-6 provocative quotes from assigned reading on a card. Participants need to choose

one of them at random and respond to that. 

14. Quotes to affirm and challenge
 Give a previous reading to the students. Students need to bring quotes to affirm and quotes
to challenge from this reading. Quotes to affirm are expressing emotions related to the main
issue, personal experiencies, clarify concepts and add new information. Quotes to challenge
are unethical, fake information or contradict experience. Quotes are shared in small groups

and every group choose one to affirm and one to challenge. In large group conversation
students have a free discussion about their choices. 

15. Reacting to the past
https://reacting.barnard.edu/ 
Divided into small groups give students some clues for discovering an historical character or a crucial m
 in History or conflict. Give students enough time  for discovering what fact or character they will defend
 Then create a problem based learning in which  these historical facts or characters are involved, for inst
an International Congress. Here you have an example : 
https://view.genial.ly/60b36e9ab83ec90d4c53a9ff/presentation-international-congress-on-intercultural-coexistence
Ensure students really know who or what they will need to defend and give them time for writing
 their essay. Then, create a big debate with all the groups. They can use costumes or some objects 
for feeling in the historical era environment. A similar activity is a moock trial. 

 In summary...

Discussion  strategies

GIVE STUDENTS TIME TO
TALK EACH OTHER AND

EXPRESS THEIR FEELINGS
AND OPINIONS

GIVE STUDENTS TIME TO
REFLECT AND WRITE IT

DOWN

GIVE STUDENTS TIME TO
SAY IT LOUD THEIR

IDEAS IN A STRUCTURED
WAY


